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Abstract—Motivated by the recent concept of space–time shift keying6
(STSK), which was developed for achieving a flexible diversity versus7
multiplexing gain tradeoff, we propose a novel orthogonal frequency-8
division multiple access (OFDMA)/single-carrier frequency-division9
multiple-access (SC-FDMA)-aided multiuser STSK scheme for10
frequency-selective channels. The proposed OFDMA/SC-FDMA11
STSK scheme can provide an improved performance in dispersive12
channels while supporting multiple users in a multiple-antenna-aided13
wireless system. Furthermore, the scheme has the inherent potential of14
benefitting from the low-complexity single-stream maximum-likelihood15
detector. Both an uncoded and a sophisticated near-capacity-coded16
OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK scheme were studied, and their performances17
were compared in multiuser wideband multiple-input–multiple-output18
(MIMO) scenarios. Explicitly, OFDMA/SC-FDMA-aided STSK exhibits19
an excellent performance, even in the presence of channel impairments20
due to the frequency selectivity of wideband channels, and proves to be a21
beneficial choice for high-capacity multiuser MIMO systems.22

Index Terms—Author, please supply index terms/keywordsAQ1 23
for your paper. To download the IEEE Taxonomy go to24
http://www.ieee.org/documents/2009Taxonomy_v101.pdf.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

Recently the concept of space–time shift keying (STSK) [1], [2]27
has been developed to provide a highly flexible diversity versus28
multiplexing gain tradeoff at a low decoding complexity. Multiple-29
input–multiple-output (MIMO) systems can attain a beneficial mul-30
tiplexing gain by using, for example, BLAST or V-BLAST [3]. As31
a design alternative, they can also attain a diversity gain by using32
space–time block codes (STBCS) [4] or space–time trellis codes [5].AQ2 33
As a further advance, linear dispersion codes were proposed [6], [7]34
to strike a flexible tradeoff between the achievable multiplexing and35
diversity gains, but at the cost of increased decoding complexity. As36
an additional design alternative, the concept of spatial modulation [8]37
emerged, which relies on using the transmit antenna index in addition38
to the conventional modulation constellation symbols to increase the39
attainable spectral efficiency. This scheme was then further developed40
to space shift keying (SSK) [9], which utilizes only the presence or41
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absence of the signal energy at a specific transmit antenna for data 42
transmission. This SSK scheme imposes an extremely low decod- 43
ing complexity. Motivated by these ideas, Sugiura et al. conceived 44
a low-complexity STSK design, which outperformed the family of 45
conventional MIMO arrangements. In particular, they proposed the 46
activation of one out of Q dispersion matrices to appropriately spread 47
the modulated symbols, thus facilitating a low-complexity single- 48
stream maximum-likelihood (ML) detection based on the linearized 49
MIMO model in [7]. 50

Although STSK-based systems have an excellent performance in 51
narrowband channels, their performance in dispersive wireless chan- 52
nels may erode. To mitigate the performance degradation imposed 53
by dispersive channels, we intrinsically amalgamated the orthogo- 54
nal frequency-division multiple-access (OFDMA) and single-carrier 55
frequency-division multiple-access (SC-FDMA) concept with the 56
STSK system. OFDMA/SC-FDMA-aided STSK systems can attain 57
a superb diversity–multiplexing tradeoff, even in a multipath envi- 58
ronment, while additionally supporting multiuser transmissions and 59
maintaining a low peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) in uplink (UL) 60
SC-FDMA/STSK scenarios. 61

Hence, OFDMA/SC-FDMA-assisted STSK systems are advocated 62
in this paper, because OFDMA and SC-FDMA have been adopted for 63
the downlink (DL) and the UL of the Long Term Evolution Advanced 64
(LTE-Advanced) standard, respectively [10]. Before transmitting the 65
signals from each of the transmit antenna elements (AEs) of our 66
STSK system, either the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or the 67
original frequency-domain (FD) symbols are mapped to a number 68
of subcarriers, either in a contiguous subband-based fashion or by 69
dispersing them right across the entire FD. The resulting signal is 70
then transmitted after the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) 71
operation. 72

Thus, in this paper, a novel OFDMA/SC-FDMA-aided STSK 73
MIMO architecture is proposed, which is capable of efficient 74
operation in frequency-selective wireless channels to strike a 75
flexible diversity versus multiplexing gain tradeoff. The transmit- 76
ted signal of each subcarrier of the parallel modem experiences a 77
nondispersive narrowband channel, and the overall STSK-based 78
MIMO scheme exhibits a performance similar to that in narrow- 79
band channels, despite operating in a wideband scenario. The ap- 80
propriate mapping of the users’ symbols to subcarriers results in 81
a flexible multiuser performance while benefitting from our low- 82
complexity single-stream based detection. We can use a single- 83
tap MIMO FD equalizer based on the minimum mean square 84
error or zero forcing, followed by single-stream-based detection AQ385
in the TD. Furthermore, the DFT-precoding-based SC-FDMA 86
scheme can reduce the PAPR for the mobile’s UL transmissions. 87
Finally, the performance of the proposed system that relies on 88
a three-stage concatenated recursive systematic convolutional 89
(RSC) and unity-rate-coding (URC) scenario is characterized 90
through Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts. 91

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 92
we present a brief overview of our proposed system, which re- 93
lies on a linear dispersion-matrix-aided STSK scheme amalgamated 94
with OFDMA/SC-FDMA transmission. In Section III, an OFDMA/ 95
SC-FDMA STSK scheme based on a three-stage RSC-URC-coded 96
scenario is discussed. Then, the performance of the scheme, 97

0018-9545/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Transmission model of the SC-FDMA-aided STSK scheme. In the OFDMA-aided scheme, the dotted blocks “DFT Nd” in the transmitter and “IDFT
Nd” in the receiver do not exist. The STSK mapper selects one out of the Q dispersion matrices along with one constellation symbol, and the resulting space–time
codewords are passed in different time slots through the OFDMA- or SC-FDMA-based multiuser transmission system before being transmitted through the
transmit AEs. Because a single dispersion matrix is selected in one transmission block, a low-complexity single-stream ML detector can be employed.

particularly of an EXITnear-capacity design is investigated in98
Section IV. Finally, we conclude in Section V.99

Notations: In general, we use boldface letters to denote matrices100
or column vectors, whereas •T , •H , tr(•), and ‖ • ‖ represent the101
transpose, the Hermitian transpose, the trace, and the Euclidean norm102
of the matrix “•,” respectively. The notation a[nd] is used for the103
nd-th matrix of an array of matrices a, bi,j for the (i, j)-th entry104
of the matrix b; hence, ai,j [nd] represents the (i, j)-th entry of the105
nd-th matrix of a matrix array a. We use vec(•) for the column-106
wise vectorial stacking operation to a matrix “•” ∈ C

C×D to yield107
a vector ∈ C

CD×1, diag{a[0], a[1], . . . , a[Nc − 1]} for a (Nc ×Nc)108
diagonal matrix with a[0], a[1], . . . , a[Nc − 1] diagonal entries, δ(.)109
for the Dirac delta function,⊗ for the Kronecker product and �Nc110
for the {length-Nc} circular convolution operator. The notations FK111
and FH

K denote the K-point DFT and IDFT matrices, respectively,112
and IK indicates the (K ×K)-element identity matrix. Furthermore,113
the generalized user is represented by u, whereas user u′ refers to the114
desired user.115

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW116

We consider an OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK system withM transmit117
and N receive AEs. The channel is assumed to be a frequency-118
selective Rayleigh fading medium, which can be modeled by a finite119
impulse response filter with time-varying tap values [11], [12]. In our120
investigations of the system performance in Section IV, we have uti-121
lized the COST207-TU12 channel specifications for the delay and the122
Doppler power spectral density to represent a typical urban scenario.123
The number of subcarriers employed for the transmission of Nd STSK124
blocks of a single user after Nd-point DFT processing is Nc.125

A. Transmitter126

The transceiver architecture of our OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK sys-127
tem is shown in Fig. 1. The signals are transmitted from different128
transmit AEs within T different symbol intervals after being mapped129
by the space–time (ST) mapper of the STSK block and after OFDMA/130
SC-FDMA-based processing. To be specific, the STSK encoder in131
Fig. 1 maps the source information of one of the U users to ST blocks132
xu[nd] ∈ C

M×T , nd = 0, 1, . . . , (Nd − 1) according to [2]133

xu[nd] = su[nd]A
u[nd] u = 0, 1, . . . (U − 1) (1)

where su[nd] and Au[nd] represent the uth user’s L–phase-shift134
keying/quadratic-amplitude modulation (PSK/QAM) symbol and ac-135
tivated dispersion matrix (DM), respectively, from a set of Q such136
matrices Aq (q = 1, 2. . . . , Q), which are preassigned in advance137
of transmissions. The DMs may be generated, for example, either138
by maximizing the continuous-input–continuous-output memoryless139

channel capacity or the discrete-input–continuous-output memory- 140
less channel capacity or, alternatively, by minimizing the maximum 141
pairwise symbol error probability (PSEP) under the power-constraint 142
criterion [7], [13] of 143

tr
(
AH

q Aq

)
= T ∀q. (2)

Thus, a block of log2(L ·Q) number of bits are transmitted by the 144
ST mapper in Fig. 1 per symbol interval, which forms an STSK ST 145
block, and the STSK system in Fig. 1 is uniquely specified by the 146
parameters (M,N,T,Q) in conjunction with the L-PSK or L-QAM 147
scheme, where N is the number of receiver AEs. 148

After generating the ST blocks xu[nd] for a particular user u, we 149
employ frame-based transmission. In particular, Nc subcarriers are 150
used for transmitting a frame, each frame consisting of Nd STSK 151
blocks. To be specific, we define the transmit frame x̃u ∈ C

MNd×T 152
for user u as 153

x̃u =




x̃u
0,0 x̃u

0,1 · · · x̃u
0,(T−1)

x̃u
1,0 x̃u

1,1 · · · x̃u
1,(T−1)

...
...

. . .
...

x̃u
(M−1),0 x̃u

(M−1),1 · · · x̃u
(M−1),(T−1)


 (3)

where each (Nd × 1)-element data vector x̃u
m,Ti

, m = 0, 1, . . . , 154
(M − 1) Ti = 0, 1, . . . , (T − 1) can be represented by 155

x̃u
m,Ti

=
[
xu

m,Ti
[0],xu

m,Ti
[1], . . . ,xu

m,Ti
[Nd − 1]

]T
(4)

which undergoes the Nd-point DFT operation. 156
To expound a little further, the data stream x̃u

m,Ti
to be transmitted 157

from the transmit AE m at a specific time interval Ti is first DFT 158
precoded by the Nd-point DFT block; in case of OFDMA, however, 159
this step is not required. Then, assuming a full-load system, the FD 160
symbols Xm,Ti

∈ C
Nd×1 output from the Nd-point DFT block of the 161

SC-FDMA STSK scheme (or the direct FD STSK codeword symbols 162
of the OFDMA STSK scheme) are mapped to Nc subcarriers with 163
Nc = (Nd × U), where the subcarrier allocation may be in contiguous 164
[localized frequency-division multiple-access (LFDMA)] [14] or an 165
interleaved [interleaved frequency-division multiple-access (IFDMA)] 166
[14] fashion. Denoting the set of subcarriers allocated to user u by Su, 167
the subcarrier allocation matrix,P u ∈ C

Nc×Nd may be represented 168
by [15] 169

P u
nc,nd

=

{
1, if nc ∈ Su and subcarrier nc

is allocated to FNd
xu
m,Ti

[nd]
0, otherwise

(5)

where we have 170

nc =

{
(nd × U) + u, IFDMA
(Nd × u) + nd, LFDMA

(6)

for all nc = 0, 1, . . . , (Nc − 1) and all nd = 0, 1, . . . , (Nd − 1). 171
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Defining Cadd(•) as a matrix [16] that adds a TD cyclic prefix (CP)172
of length Lcp (which is higher than the channel’s delay spread) to the173
Nc-length vector (•), the TD data vector after the IDFT operation may174
be written as175

x̆u
m,Ti

=Cadd

(
FH

Nc
P uFNd

xu
m,Ti

)
(7)

=Cadd

(
FH

Nc
P uXm,Ti

)
. (8)

Hence, the uth user’s transmit frame after IDFT operation can be176
formulated in a similar form as (3), yielding177

x̆u =




x̆u
0,0 x̆u

0,1 · · · x̆u
0,(T−1)

x̆u
1,0 x̆u

1,1 · · · x̆u
1,(T−1)

...
...

. . .
...

x̆u
(M−1),0 x̆u

(M−1),1 · · · x̆u
(M−1),(T−1)


 (9)

where each vector x̆u
m,Ti

is defined by (7) and (8) with178

x̆u
m,Ti

∈ C
(Nc+Lcp)×1 (10)

and hence179

x̆u ∈ C
(Nc+Lcp)M×T . (11)

Each link of the M transmit and N receive AE-aided system is180
assumed to be frequency selective, whose channel impulse response181
(CIR) may be modeled as the ensemble of all the propagation paths182
[11], [12], i.e.,183

hu
n,m(t, τ) =

(L−1)∑
l=0

aul g
u
l (t)δ (τ − τu

l ) (12)

for each n = 0, 1, . . . , (N − 1), m = 0, 1, . . . , (M − 1), and u =184
0, 1, . . . (U − 1). Here, L is the number of multipath components in185
the channel between the mth transmit and the nth receive AE, and aul ,186
τu
l , and gul (t) are the channel’s envelope, delay, and Rayleigh fading187

process that exhibits a particular normalized Doppler frequency fd,188
respectively, associated with the lth path of user u.189

Note that we use h and H to denote the CIR and the (N ×190
M)-element CIR matrix, respectively, whereas h̃ and H̃ denote191
the channel’s frequency-domain channel transfer function (FDCHTF)192
and the (N ×M)-element frequency-domain channel transfer matrix193
(FDCHTM), respectively.194

B. Receiver195

Assuming perfect synchronization at the receiver in Fig. 1 and after196
removing the CP, the discrete-time input to the receiver’s “Nc-point197
IDFT” block at the receive AE n at time slot Ti is given by [17]198

yn,Ti
=

(U−1)∑
u=0

(M−1)∑
m=0

hu
n,m �Nc x̆u

m,Ti
+ vn,Ti

(13)

where �Nc represents the length-Nc circular convolution operator, and199
vn,Ti

is the noise vector.200

Defining the FDCHTM by H̃
u

, the FD transmit codeword matrix201
after subcarrier mapping by X̃

u
and the FD additive white Gaussian202

noise (AWGN) matrix by V , the FD output matrix Y after the Nc-203
point DFT of our ST architecture may be written as204

Y =

(U−1)∑
u=0

H̃
u
X̃

u
+ V (14)

where each (n,m)-th component of H̃
u

is formulated as205

H̃
u

n,m = diag
{
h̃u
n,m[0], h̃u

n,m[1], . . . , h̃u
n,m[Nc − 1]

}
∈ C

Nc×Nc

(15)

where h̃u
n,m denotes the FDCHTF that corresponds to user u, and the 206

components of X̃
u

, V , and Y are defined by 207

X̃
u

m,Ti
=P uXu

m,Ti
∈ C

Nc×1 (16)

V n,Ti
∈C

Nc×1 (17)

Y n,Ti
∈C

Nc×1. (18)

Hence, the components of Y can be formulated based on (14) as 208

Y n,Ti
=

U−1∑
u=0

H̃
u

n,mP uXu
m,Ti

+ V n,Ti
(19)

=

U−1∑
u=0

H̃
u

n,mP uFNd
x̃u

m,Ti
+ V n,Ti. (20)

Now, after subcarrier demapping and MIMO frequency-domain 209
equalization (FDE), the received symbols are passed through the “Nd- 210
point IDFT” block of user u′. Defining P̃

u
= [P u]T as the subcarrier 211

demapping matrix and W u′
as the weight matrix of the MIMO ZF or 212

MMSE FDE of user u′, which is given by [18] 213

W u′
=



[
(H̃

u′
)HH̃

u′]−1

(H̃
u′
)H ZF[

(H̃
u′
)HH̃

u′
+ σ2

NIM

]−1

(H̃
u′
)H MMSE

(21)

where σ2
N denotes the variance of the additive noise, the elements 214

of the TD output zu′
of user u′ after the IDFT operation may be 215

expressed as [15] 216

zu′
m,Ti

= FH
Nd

P̃
u′
W u′

m,n

×


H̃

u′

n,mP u′FNd
x̃u′

m,Ti
+

U−1∑
u=0
u�=u′

H̃
u

n,mP uFNd
x̃u

m,Ti


+ṽu′

m,Ti

(22)

where zu′
m,Ti

and W u′
m,n are the (m,Ti)-th and (m,n)-th components 217

of zu′
and W u′

, respectively. Because each H̃
u

n,m is diagonal, we 218

see based on (21) that each W u′
m,n will also be diagonal. Due to the 219

diagonal nature of both H̃
u

n,m and W u′
m,n and because 220

P̃
u
P u =

{
INd

, u = u′

0, u = u′ (23)

we have 221

zu′
m,Ti

= FH
Nd

P̃
u′
W u′

m,nH̃
u′

n,mP u′FNd
x̃u′

m,Ti
+ ṽu′

m,Ti
. (24)

Based on (24), observe that, under the idealized assumption of 222
perfect synchronization, perfect orthogonality of the users using dif- 223
ferent subcarriers and by exploiting the perfectly diagonal nature 224

of both W u′
m,n and of the FDCHTMs H̃

u′

n,m, our scheme becomes 225
free from multiuser interferences (MUIs). However, the symbols that 226
are transmitted by a given user in the context of both the LFDMA 227
and IFDMA schemes with MMSE equalization will experience some 228
form of self-interference (SI) [15]. By contrast, the ZF scheme can 229
completely mitigate the SI and the DFT matrices FH

Nd
and FNd

, the 230

subcarrier mapping and demapping matrices,P u′
and P̃

u′
, and the 231

FDCHTM H̃
u′

, and the MMSE equalization matrix W u′
is absent in AQ4232

(24), although the scheme suffers from performance degradation due 233
to the inherent noise enhancement process when a particular subcarrier 234
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Fig. 2. Three-stage RSC-URC-coded OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK transceiver. The dotted “DFT” block in the transmitter and the “IDFT” block in the receiver
do not appear in the coded OFDMA STSK.

experiences deep fading. Hence, following the FD equalization and the235
receiver’s IDFT operation in Fig. 1, the decision variable zu′

for the236
ZF scheme can readily be written as237

zu′
[nd] = x̃u′

[nd] + ṽu′
[nd] (25)

where x̃u′
[nd] ∈ C

M×T , and ṽu′
[nd] ∈ C

M×T for all nd =238
0, 1, . . . , (Nd − 1).239

The IFDMA principle, on the other hand, increases the FD sepa-240
ration between the subcarriers and thereby provides some additional241
diversity gain. Thus, the decision variable of our scheme using ZF or242
assuming the mitigation of MMSE SI may be formulated, using the243
linearized sytem model in [7], as244

zu′
[nd] = χku′

+ v̄u′
[nd] (26)

where zu′
[nd] is the (MT × 1)-element matrix that was obtained by245

applying the vectorial stacking operation vec(·) to the received FD sig-246
nal block zu′

[nd], whereas χ = [vec(A1) . . . vec(AQ)] ∈ C
MT×Q247

is the dispersion character matrix [13], and, finally, , v̄u′
[nd] =248

vec(ṽu′
[nd]) ∈ C

MT×1 is the stacked AWGN vector. Still referring249
to (26), the equivalent transmit signal vector is represented by250

ku′
= [0, . . . , 0, su

′
, 0, . . . , 0]T ∈ C

Q×1 (27)

where (q − 1) and (Q− q) numbers of zeros surround the L-PSK251
or L-QAM symbol su

′
in the u′-th user’s equivalent transmit signal252

vector ku′
, and the symbol su

′
is exactly located at the qth position,253

where q is the index of the activated DM.254
We can now employ the single-stream-based ML detection [2] to255

detect the indices q and lc of the DM activated and the constellation256
symbol used, respectively. The estimates (q̂, l̂c) can be determined257
from258

(q̂, l̂c) = argmin
q,lc

∥∥∥zu′
[nd]− χku′

q,lc

∥∥∥2

(28)

= argmin
q,lc

∥∥∥zu′
[nd]− (χ)q(s

u′
)lc

∥∥∥2

(29)

where (su
′
)lc is the lc-th L-PSK or the L-QAM symbol, , (χ)q259

represents the qth column of χ, and ku′
q,lc

is the equivalent transmit260
signal vector in (27) that corresponds to user u′ at indices q and lc.261

In case of OFDMA, we have,FH
Nd

= FNd
= INd

. In other words,262
the blocks “Nd-point DFT” and “Nd-point IDFT” do not exist in263
OFDMA, and as such, the OFDMA scheme cannot benefit from264
the potential diversity provided by the DFT-based precoding stage.265
We can thus proceed with our ZF or MMSE weight matrix W u′

266
as aforementioned. Alternatively, for the OFDMA STSK, the ML267

detector in [2] can directly be applied in the FD without employing 268
the MIMO FDE. To be specific, in the absence of the weight matrix 269
W u′

and with the substitution FH
Nd

= FNd
= INd

, (24) reduces to 270

Zu′
m,Ti

= H̃
u′

n,mx̃u′
m,Ti

+ ṽu′
m,Ti

, where zu′
m,Ti

is replaced by Zu′
m,Ti

271
when the MIMO FDE is not employed. The direct ML detector in [2] 272
for the OFDMA STSK scheme can thus be formulated as 273

(q̂, l̂c) = argmin
q,lc

∥∥∥∥∥Zu′
[nd]−

(
H̃

u′

[nd]χ

)
q

(su
′
)lc

∥∥∥∥∥
2

(30)

where Z
u′
[nd] = vec(Zu′

[nd]), and the equivalent FDCHTM 274

H̃
u′

[nd] is given by H̃
u′

[nd] = IT ⊗ H̃
u′
[nd], whereas other no- 275

tations are as used in (29). 276
In addition, we can see that our OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK signal 277

can be detected from (29) at a low complexity, because of the following 278
two reasons. 279

1) Equation (29) does not explicitly contain either the FD channel 280
transfer function or the TD CIR. Hence, data estimation using 281
this equation involves a reduced number of multiplications and 282
additions. 283

2) We can successfully employ the single-stream-based ML detec- 284
tion that relies on the linearized model in [7], because only a 285
single DM is activated at a given STSK block interval. 286

III. CHANNEL-CODED OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK 287

In this section, we investigate the three-stage parallel concatenated 288
RSC-coded OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK scheme in Fig. 2. The source 289
bits are first convolutionally encoded and then interleaved by a random 290
bit interleaver Π1. A (2, 1, 2) RSC code is employed, and following 291
channel interleaving, the symbols are precoded by a URC scheme, 292
which was shown to be beneficial, because it efficiently spreads the 293
extrinsic information as a benefit of its infinite impulse response [13]. 294
Then, the precoded bits are further interleaved by a second interleaver 295
Π2 in Fig. 2, and the interleaved bits are then transmitted by the 296
OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK scheme in the TD using an M -element 297
MIMO transmitter. 298

As shown at the receiver in Fig. 2, after removing the CP, the 299
received symbols are passed through the FFT unit, and the resulting 300
FD symbols are then deallocated in an inverse fashion according to the 301
IFDMA/LFDMA scheme used. The demapped symbols of a user are 302
then equalized by the MIMO FDE, passed through another IDFT unit 303
in Fig. 2 in accordance with the DFT precoding used, before they are 304
then fed to the STSK demapper. We note that the equivalent received 305
signal zu′

carries Bu′
channel-coded bits bu

′
= [bu

′
1 , bu

′
2 , . . . , bu

′
B ], 306
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TABLE I
MAIN SIMULATION PARAMETERS

and the extrinsic log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of bu
′

k , k = 1, . . . , Bu′
307

can be expressed as [13]308

Le

(
bu

′
k

)
=ln

∑u′

kq,lc
εku′

1 e
−
∥∥zu′

−χku′
q,lc

∥∥2
/N0+

∑
j �=k

bu
′

j La

(
bu

′
j

)
∑u′

kq,lc
εku′

0 e
−
∥∥zu′−χku′

q,lc

∥∥2
/N0+

∑
j �=k

bu
′

j
La

(
bu

′
j

)
(31)

where La(•) denotes the a priori LLR of the bits that correspond309

to “•,” and ku′
1 and ku′

0 refer to the sets of the possible equivalent310

transmit signal vectors ku′
of user u′ when bu

′
k = 1 and bu

′
k = 0,311

respectively.312
Then, the URC decoder in Fig. 2 processes the information provided313

by the STSK demapper, in conjunction with the a priori information,314
to generate the a posteriori probability. The URC generates extrinsic315
information for both the RSC decoder and the demapper in Fig. 2.316
The RSC channel decoder, which can be called the external decoder,317
exchanges extrinsic information with the URC decoder and, after a318
number of iterations, outputs the estimated bits. It is noteworthy here319
that, for each of the outer iterations between the RSC decoder and the320
URC, there are a number of inner iterations between the URC and the321
STSK demapper.322

IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME323

We have investigated both the OFDMA-DL-and the SC-FDMA-324
aided UL STSK schemes for both the IFDMA and LFDMA algorithms325
using the simulation parameters in Table I.326

Observe in Fig. 3 that the SC-FDMA STSK scheme that employs327
MMSE equalization operating in an uncoded scenario exhibits better328
bit-error rate (BER) performance than that of OFDMA STSK, which is329
a benefit of the additional FD diversity attained by the DFT-precoding330
in Fig. 1. The performance of IFDMA is shown to be better than the331
LFDMA due to the higher FD separation between the subcarriers of332
the same user, which hence results in independent FD fading. The333
multiuser performance1 attained is also investigated and is more or334
less similar to the single-user scenario due to the absence of MUI335
because of the diagonal nature of the weight matrix W u′

m,n in (24).336
Furthermore, in Fig. 3, observe that SC-FDMA STSK exhibits better337
performance than OFDMA STSK in both the LFDMA and IFDMA338
regimes that employ MMSE-based FD equalization and ML detection.339

1The multiuser performance curves for the uncoded scenario, however, are
not included here for space economy.

Fig. 3. Performance of the single-user OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK (2, 2, 2, 2)
system with BPSK modulation in a dispersive COST207-TU12 channel with
different allocation schemes, ZF and MMSE FDE, and the ML detector in [2].
The performance of the scheme is also compared to V-BLAST (M,N) =
(2, 2), OFDMA, BPSK, G2-STBC (M,N) = (2, 2), OFDMA/SC-FDMA,
and BPSK benchmarker under the same channel condition. AQ5

Fig. 4. BER performance of our channel-coded MMSE equalization-based
OFDMA STSK (2, 2, 2, 2) that employs BPSK modulation in the dispersive
COST207-TU12 channel and the corresponding G2-STBC scheme. The maxi-
mum achievable rate for the corresponding scheme for a single user, computed
using the EXIT chart’s area property, is also shown.

The achievable performance is, however, degraded, when ZF is used 340
due to the noise enhancement imposed. The performance of the pro- 341
posed STSK-based scheme is also compared to those of the V-BLAST- 342
aided [3] and G2-STBC-aided [4], [19] OFDMA/SC-FDMA schemes 343
using the same number of transmit and receive AEs (M,N) and the 344
same throughput per block interval in Fig. 3, which demonstrates the 345
efficacy of the proposed scheme. 346

In Figs. 4 and 5, we also characterized the achievable BER perfor- 347
mance of the three-stage RSC- and URC-coded OFDMA/SC-FDMA 348
STSK (2, 2, 2, 2) binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) scheme that 349
relies on interleaved subcarrier allocation strategy in the context of 350
the wideband COST207-TU12 channel [11], where we employed 351
a half-rate RSC code with a constraint length of kc = 2 and the 352
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Fig. 5. Achievable BER performance of our channel-coded MMSE-based
SC-FDMA STSK (2, 2, 2, 2) with BPSK modulation in the COST207-TU12
channel and the corresponding G2-STBC scheme with similar parameters. The
maximum achievable rate of the corresponding scheme with a single user is
also shown.

octrally represented generator polynomials of (gr, g) = (3, 2)8, as353
well as two random interleavers with a memory of 4 608 000 b. The354
numbers of inner and outer decoder iterations were set to Iinner = 2355
and Iouter = 9, respectively. We also investigated the performance356
of the SC-LFDMA scheme, and the performance was observed to357
be similar to SC-IFDMA in the coded scenario. (However, the SC-358
LFDMA performance figure has not been included here to limit the359
total number of figures.) The performance of both the OFDMA STSK360
and SC-(I)FDMA STSK has been compared to the corresponding G2-361
STBC benchmarkers. The maximum achievable rates of our schemes362
were also calculated by exploiting the so-called area property of363
EXIT charts. To be specific, it was shown in [20]–[22] that the area364
under the inner decoder’s EXIT curve at a certain signal-to-noise ratio365
(SNR) quantifies the maximum achievable rate of the system, where an366
infinitesimally low BER may be achieved. The SNRs that correspond367
to the maximum achievable rates of the schemes are also shown in368
Figs. 4 and 5.369

Fig. 6 portrays the EXIT chart of the SC-FDMA STSK(2, 2, 2,370
4) arrangement combined with QPSK modulation and the IFDMA371
strategy, where the SNR was varied from −5 dB to 1 dB in steps of372
0.5 dB. It is shown that an open EXIT tunnel is formed at SNR =373
−4.0 dB using an interleaver depth of 4 608 000 b. The corresponding374
staircase-shaped decoding trajectory [22] based on bit-by-bit Monte375
Carlo simulations conducted at −2.5 dB is also shown. Thus, it can be376
inferred that an infinitesimally low BER may be achieved at SNR =377
−2.5 dB in a UL scenario after Iouter = 5 iterations.378

V. CONCLUSION379

In this paper, an OFDMA/SC-FDMA-aided STSK scheme has been380
proposed, which overcomes the impairments of realistic dispersive381
channels while facilitating multiuser transmissions. The scheme bene-382
fits from the flexible diversity versus multiplexing gain tradeoff offered383
by the recently developed STSK scheme that relies on low-complexity384
single-stream-based ML detection. We quantified the relative merits of385
OFDMA and SC-FDMA when combined with STSK and advocated386
the SC-FDMA-based STSK scheme that relies on the interleaved387
subcarrier allocation in the UL scenario as a benefit of its low PAPR.388
The effects of the spatial correlation between the different AEs of a389

Fig. 6. EXIT trajectory of our three-stage turbo-detected MMSE-based
SC-(I)FDMA STSK(2, 2, 2, 4) with QPSK modulation applied in a
COST207-TU12 dispersive channel model with fd = 0.01. The EXIT trajec-
tory at −2.5 dB is mapped on inner decoder EXIT curves from −5 to 1 dB in
steps of 0.5 dB and the outer RSC decoder EXIT function.

multiple antenna UL, however, have to further be investigated and will 390
be included in our future study. 391

It is worth mentioning here that the dispersion matrices invoked for 392
constructing our STSK system were optimized by an exhaustive search 393
to minimize the maximum PSEP under the power constraint in (2). 394
However, instead of using an exhaustive search method, a heuristic- or 395
genetic-algorithm-aided optimization of the dispersion matrices [23]– 396
[25] may also be investigated. 397

The EXIT charts of the proposed scheme converge to the (1.0, 1.0) 398
point of perfect convergence to a vanishingly low BER after a few 399
iterations, thus indicating a sharp decrease of the BER curve. 400
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Abstract—Motivated by the recent concept of space–time shift keying6
(STSK), which was developed for achieving a flexible diversity versus7
multiplexing gain tradeoff, we propose a novel orthogonal frequency-8
division multiple access (OFDMA)/single-carrier frequency-division9
multiple-access (SC-FDMA)-aided multiuser STSK scheme for10
frequency-selective channels. The proposed OFDMA/SC-FDMA11
STSK scheme can provide an improved performance in dispersive12
channels while supporting multiple users in a multiple-antenna-aided13
wireless system. Furthermore, the scheme has the inherent potential of14
benefitting from the low-complexity single-stream maximum-likelihood15
detector. Both an uncoded and a sophisticated near-capacity-coded16
OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK scheme were studied, and their performances17
were compared in multiuser wideband multiple-input–multiple-output18
(MIMO) scenarios. Explicitly, OFDMA/SC-FDMA-aided STSK exhibits19
an excellent performance, even in the presence of channel impairments20
due to the frequency selectivity of wideband channels, and proves to be a21
beneficial choice for high-capacity multiuser MIMO systems.22

Index Terms—Author, please supply index terms/keywordsAQ1 23
for your paper. To download the IEEE Taxonomy go to24
http://www.ieee.org/documents/2009Taxonomy_v101.pdf.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

Recently the concept of space–time shift keying (STSK) [1], [2]27
has been developed to provide a highly flexible diversity versus28
multiplexing gain tradeoff at a low decoding complexity. Multiple-29
input–multiple-output (MIMO) systems can attain a beneficial mul-30
tiplexing gain by using, for example, BLAST or V-BLAST [3]. As31
a design alternative, they can also attain a diversity gain by using32
space–time block codes (STBCS) [4] or space–time trellis codes [5].AQ2 33
As a further advance, linear dispersion codes were proposed [6], [7]34
to strike a flexible tradeoff between the achievable multiplexing and35
diversity gains, but at the cost of increased decoding complexity. As36
an additional design alternative, the concept of spatial modulation [8]37
emerged, which relies on using the transmit antenna index in addition38
to the conventional modulation constellation symbols to increase the39
attainable spectral efficiency. This scheme was then further developed40
to space shift keying (SSK) [9], which utilizes only the presence or41
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absence of the signal energy at a specific transmit antenna for data 42
transmission. This SSK scheme imposes an extremely low decod- 43
ing complexity. Motivated by these ideas, Sugiura et al. conceived 44
a low-complexity STSK design, which outperformed the family of 45
conventional MIMO arrangements. In particular, they proposed the 46
activation of one out of Q dispersion matrices to appropriately spread 47
the modulated symbols, thus facilitating a low-complexity single- 48
stream maximum-likelihood (ML) detection based on the linearized 49
MIMO model in [7]. 50

Although STSK-based systems have an excellent performance in 51
narrowband channels, their performance in dispersive wireless chan- 52
nels may erode. To mitigate the performance degradation imposed 53
by dispersive channels, we intrinsically amalgamated the orthogo- 54
nal frequency-division multiple-access (OFDMA) and single-carrier 55
frequency-division multiple-access (SC-FDMA) concept with the 56
STSK system. OFDMA/SC-FDMA-aided STSK systems can attain 57
a superb diversity–multiplexing tradeoff, even in a multipath envi- 58
ronment, while additionally supporting multiuser transmissions and 59
maintaining a low peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) in uplink (UL) 60
SC-FDMA/STSK scenarios. 61

Hence, OFDMA/SC-FDMA-assisted STSK systems are advocated 62
in this paper, because OFDMA and SC-FDMA have been adopted for 63
the downlink (DL) and the UL of the Long Term Evolution Advanced 64
(LTE-Advanced) standard, respectively [10]. Before transmitting the 65
signals from each of the transmit antenna elements (AEs) of our 66
STSK system, either the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or the 67
original frequency-domain (FD) symbols are mapped to a number 68
of subcarriers, either in a contiguous subband-based fashion or by 69
dispersing them right across the entire FD. The resulting signal is 70
then transmitted after the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) 71
operation. 72

Thus, in this paper, a novel OFDMA/SC-FDMA-aided STSK 73
MIMO architecture is proposed, which is capable of efficient 74
operation in frequency-selective wireless channels to strike a 75
flexible diversity versus multiplexing gain tradeoff. The transmit- 76
ted signal of each subcarrier of the parallel modem experiences a 77
nondispersive narrowband channel, and the overall STSK-based 78
MIMO scheme exhibits a performance similar to that in narrow- 79
band channels, despite operating in a wideband scenario. The ap- 80
propriate mapping of the users’ symbols to subcarriers results in 81
a flexible multiuser performance while benefitting from our low- 82
complexity single-stream based detection. We can use a single- 83
tap MIMO FD equalizer based on the minimum mean square 84
error or zero forcing, followed by single-stream-based detection AQ385
in the TD. Furthermore, the DFT-precoding-based SC-FDMA 86
scheme can reduce the PAPR for the mobile’s UL transmissions. 87
Finally, the performance of the proposed system that relies on 88
a three-stage concatenated recursive systematic convolutional 89
(RSC) and unity-rate-coding (URC) scenario is characterized 90
through Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts. 91

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 92
we present a brief overview of our proposed system, which re- 93
lies on a linear dispersion-matrix-aided STSK scheme amalgamated 94
with OFDMA/SC-FDMA transmission. In Section III, an OFDMA/ 95
SC-FDMA STSK scheme based on a three-stage RSC-URC-coded 96
scenario is discussed. Then, the performance of the scheme, 97

0018-9545/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Transmission model of the SC-FDMA-aided STSK scheme. In the OFDMA-aided scheme, the dotted blocks “DFT Nd” in the transmitter and “IDFT
Nd” in the receiver do not exist. The STSK mapper selects one out of the Q dispersion matrices along with one constellation symbol, and the resulting space–time
codewords are passed in different time slots through the OFDMA- or SC-FDMA-based multiuser transmission system before being transmitted through the
transmit AEs. Because a single dispersion matrix is selected in one transmission block, a low-complexity single-stream ML detector can be employed.

particularly of an EXITnear-capacity design is investigated in98
Section IV. Finally, we conclude in Section V.99

Notations: In general, we use boldface letters to denote matrices100
or column vectors, whereas •T , •H , tr(•), and ‖ • ‖ represent the101
transpose, the Hermitian transpose, the trace, and the Euclidean norm102
of the matrix “•,” respectively. The notation a[nd] is used for the103
nd-th matrix of an array of matrices a, bi,j for the (i, j)-th entry104
of the matrix b; hence, ai,j [nd] represents the (i, j)-th entry of the105
nd-th matrix of a matrix array a. We use vec(•) for the column-106
wise vectorial stacking operation to a matrix “•” ∈ C

C×D to yield107
a vector ∈ C

CD×1, diag{a[0], a[1], . . . , a[Nc − 1]} for a (Nc ×Nc)108
diagonal matrix with a[0], a[1], . . . , a[Nc − 1] diagonal entries, δ(.)109
for the Dirac delta function,⊗ for the Kronecker product and �Nc110
for the {length-Nc} circular convolution operator. The notations FK111
and FH

K denote the K-point DFT and IDFT matrices, respectively,112
and IK indicates the (K ×K)-element identity matrix. Furthermore,113
the generalized user is represented by u, whereas user u′ refers to the114
desired user.115

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW116

We consider an OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK system withM transmit117
and N receive AEs. The channel is assumed to be a frequency-118
selective Rayleigh fading medium, which can be modeled by a finite119
impulse response filter with time-varying tap values [11], [12]. In our120
investigations of the system performance in Section IV, we have uti-121
lized the COST207-TU12 channel specifications for the delay and the122
Doppler power spectral density to represent a typical urban scenario.123
The number of subcarriers employed for the transmission of Nd STSK124
blocks of a single user after Nd-point DFT processing is Nc.125

A. Transmitter126

The transceiver architecture of our OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK sys-127
tem is shown in Fig. 1. The signals are transmitted from different128
transmit AEs within T different symbol intervals after being mapped129
by the space–time (ST) mapper of the STSK block and after OFDMA/130
SC-FDMA-based processing. To be specific, the STSK encoder in131
Fig. 1 maps the source information of one of the U users to ST blocks132
xu[nd] ∈ C

M×T , nd = 0, 1, . . . , (Nd − 1) according to [2]133

xu[nd] = su[nd]A
u[nd] u = 0, 1, . . . (U − 1) (1)

where su[nd] and Au[nd] represent the uth user’s L–phase-shift134
keying/quadratic-amplitude modulation (PSK/QAM) symbol and ac-135
tivated dispersion matrix (DM), respectively, from a set of Q such136
matrices Aq (q = 1, 2. . . . , Q), which are preassigned in advance137
of transmissions. The DMs may be generated, for example, either138
by maximizing the continuous-input–continuous-output memoryless139

channel capacity or the discrete-input–continuous-output memory- 140
less channel capacity or, alternatively, by minimizing the maximum 141
pairwise symbol error probability (PSEP) under the power-constraint 142
criterion [7], [13] of 143

tr
(
AH

q Aq

)
= T ∀q. (2)

Thus, a block of log2(L ·Q) number of bits are transmitted by the 144
ST mapper in Fig. 1 per symbol interval, which forms an STSK ST 145
block, and the STSK system in Fig. 1 is uniquely specified by the 146
parameters (M,N,T,Q) in conjunction with the L-PSK or L-QAM 147
scheme, where N is the number of receiver AEs. 148

After generating the ST blocks xu[nd] for a particular user u, we 149
employ frame-based transmission. In particular, Nc subcarriers are 150
used for transmitting a frame, each frame consisting of Nd STSK 151
blocks. To be specific, we define the transmit frame x̃u ∈ C

MNd×T 152
for user u as 153

x̃u =




x̃u
0,0 x̃u

0,1 · · · x̃u
0,(T−1)

x̃u
1,0 x̃u

1,1 · · · x̃u
1,(T−1)

...
...

. . .
...

x̃u
(M−1),0 x̃u

(M−1),1 · · · x̃u
(M−1),(T−1)


 (3)

where each (Nd × 1)-element data vector x̃u
m,Ti

, m = 0, 1, . . . , 154
(M − 1) Ti = 0, 1, . . . , (T − 1) can be represented by 155

x̃u
m,Ti

=
[
xu

m,Ti
[0],xu

m,Ti
[1], . . . ,xu

m,Ti
[Nd − 1]

]T
(4)

which undergoes the Nd-point DFT operation. 156
To expound a little further, the data stream x̃u

m,Ti
to be transmitted 157

from the transmit AE m at a specific time interval Ti is first DFT 158
precoded by the Nd-point DFT block; in case of OFDMA, however, 159
this step is not required. Then, assuming a full-load system, the FD 160
symbols Xm,Ti

∈ C
Nd×1 output from the Nd-point DFT block of the 161

SC-FDMA STSK scheme (or the direct FD STSK codeword symbols 162
of the OFDMA STSK scheme) are mapped to Nc subcarriers with 163
Nc = (Nd × U), where the subcarrier allocation may be in contiguous 164
[localized frequency-division multiple-access (LFDMA)] [14] or an 165
interleaved [interleaved frequency-division multiple-access (IFDMA)] 166
[14] fashion. Denoting the set of subcarriers allocated to user u by Su, 167
the subcarrier allocation matrix,P u ∈ C

Nc×Nd may be represented 168
by [15] 169

P u
nc,nd

=

{
1, if nc ∈ Su and subcarrier nc

is allocated to FNd
xu
m,Ti

[nd]
0, otherwise

(5)

where we have 170

nc =

{
(nd × U) + u, IFDMA
(Nd × u) + nd, LFDMA

(6)

for all nc = 0, 1, . . . , (Nc − 1) and all nd = 0, 1, . . . , (Nd − 1). 171
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Defining Cadd(•) as a matrix [16] that adds a TD cyclic prefix (CP)172
of length Lcp (which is higher than the channel’s delay spread) to the173
Nc-length vector (•), the TD data vector after the IDFT operation may174
be written as175

x̆u
m,Ti

=Cadd

(
FH

Nc
P uFNd

xu
m,Ti

)
(7)

=Cadd

(
FH

Nc
P uXm,Ti

)
. (8)

Hence, the uth user’s transmit frame after IDFT operation can be176
formulated in a similar form as (3), yielding177

x̆u =




x̆u
0,0 x̆u

0,1 · · · x̆u
0,(T−1)

x̆u
1,0 x̆u

1,1 · · · x̆u
1,(T−1)

...
...

. . .
...

x̆u
(M−1),0 x̆u

(M−1),1 · · · x̆u
(M−1),(T−1)


 (9)

where each vector x̆u
m,Ti

is defined by (7) and (8) with178

x̆u
m,Ti

∈ C
(Nc+Lcp)×1 (10)

and hence179

x̆u ∈ C
(Nc+Lcp)M×T . (11)

Each link of the M transmit and N receive AE-aided system is180
assumed to be frequency selective, whose channel impulse response181
(CIR) may be modeled as the ensemble of all the propagation paths182
[11], [12], i.e.,183

hu
n,m(t, τ) =

(L−1)∑
l=0

aul g
u
l (t)δ (τ − τu

l ) (12)

for each n = 0, 1, . . . , (N − 1), m = 0, 1, . . . , (M − 1), and u =184
0, 1, . . . (U − 1). Here, L is the number of multipath components in185
the channel between the mth transmit and the nth receive AE, and aul ,186
τu
l , and gul (t) are the channel’s envelope, delay, and Rayleigh fading187

process that exhibits a particular normalized Doppler frequency fd,188
respectively, associated with the lth path of user u.189

Note that we use h and H to denote the CIR and the (N ×190
M)-element CIR matrix, respectively, whereas h̃ and H̃ denote191
the channel’s frequency-domain channel transfer function (FDCHTF)192
and the (N ×M)-element frequency-domain channel transfer matrix193
(FDCHTM), respectively.194

B. Receiver195

Assuming perfect synchronization at the receiver in Fig. 1 and after196
removing the CP, the discrete-time input to the receiver’s “Nc-point197
IDFT” block at the receive AE n at time slot Ti is given by [17]198

yn,Ti
=

(U−1)∑
u=0

(M−1)∑
m=0

hu
n,m �Nc x̆u

m,Ti
+ vn,Ti

(13)

where �Nc represents the length-Nc circular convolution operator, and199
vn,Ti

is the noise vector.200

Defining the FDCHTM by H̃
u

, the FD transmit codeword matrix201
after subcarrier mapping by X̃

u
and the FD additive white Gaussian202

noise (AWGN) matrix by V , the FD output matrix Y after the Nc-203
point DFT of our ST architecture may be written as204

Y =

(U−1)∑
u=0

H̃
u
X̃

u
+ V (14)

where each (n,m)-th component of H̃
u

is formulated as205

H̃
u

n,m = diag
{
h̃u
n,m[0], h̃u

n,m[1], . . . , h̃u
n,m[Nc − 1]

}
∈ C

Nc×Nc

(15)

where h̃u
n,m denotes the FDCHTF that corresponds to user u, and the 206

components of X̃
u

, V , and Y are defined by 207

X̃
u

m,Ti
=P uXu

m,Ti
∈ C

Nc×1 (16)

V n,Ti
∈C

Nc×1 (17)

Y n,Ti
∈C

Nc×1. (18)

Hence, the components of Y can be formulated based on (14) as 208

Y n,Ti
=

U−1∑
u=0

H̃
u

n,mP uXu
m,Ti

+ V n,Ti
(19)

=

U−1∑
u=0

H̃
u

n,mP uFNd
x̃u

m,Ti
+ V n,Ti. (20)

Now, after subcarrier demapping and MIMO frequency-domain 209
equalization (FDE), the received symbols are passed through the “Nd- 210
point IDFT” block of user u′. Defining P̃

u
= [P u]T as the subcarrier 211

demapping matrix and W u′
as the weight matrix of the MIMO ZF or 212

MMSE FDE of user u′, which is given by [18] 213

W u′
=



[
(H̃

u′
)HH̃

u′]−1

(H̃
u′
)H ZF[

(H̃
u′
)HH̃

u′
+ σ2

NIM

]−1

(H̃
u′
)H MMSE

(21)

where σ2
N denotes the variance of the additive noise, the elements 214

of the TD output zu′
of user u′ after the IDFT operation may be 215

expressed as [15] 216

zu′
m,Ti

= FH
Nd

P̃
u′
W u′

m,n

×


H̃

u′

n,mP u′FNd
x̃u′

m,Ti
+

U−1∑
u=0
u�=u′

H̃
u

n,mP uFNd
x̃u

m,Ti


+ṽu′

m,Ti

(22)

where zu′
m,Ti

and W u′
m,n are the (m,Ti)-th and (m,n)-th components 217

of zu′
and W u′

, respectively. Because each H̃
u

n,m is diagonal, we 218

see based on (21) that each W u′
m,n will also be diagonal. Due to the 219

diagonal nature of both H̃
u

n,m and W u′
m,n and because 220

P̃
u
P u =

{
INd

, u = u′

0, u = u′ (23)

we have 221

zu′
m,Ti

= FH
Nd

P̃
u′
W u′

m,nH̃
u′

n,mP u′FNd
x̃u′

m,Ti
+ ṽu′

m,Ti
. (24)

Based on (24), observe that, under the idealized assumption of 222
perfect synchronization, perfect orthogonality of the users using dif- 223
ferent subcarriers and by exploiting the perfectly diagonal nature 224

of both W u′
m,n and of the FDCHTMs H̃

u′

n,m, our scheme becomes 225
free from multiuser interferences (MUIs). However, the symbols that 226
are transmitted by a given user in the context of both the LFDMA 227
and IFDMA schemes with MMSE equalization will experience some 228
form of self-interference (SI) [15]. By contrast, the ZF scheme can 229
completely mitigate the SI and the DFT matrices FH

Nd
and FNd

, the 230

subcarrier mapping and demapping matrices,P u′
and P̃

u′
, and the 231

FDCHTM H̃
u′

, and the MMSE equalization matrix W u′
is absent in AQ4232

(24), although the scheme suffers from performance degradation due 233
to the inherent noise enhancement process when a particular subcarrier 234
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Fig. 2. Three-stage RSC-URC-coded OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK transceiver. The dotted “DFT” block in the transmitter and the “IDFT” block in the receiver
do not appear in the coded OFDMA STSK.

experiences deep fading. Hence, following the FD equalization and the235
receiver’s IDFT operation in Fig. 1, the decision variable zu′

for the236
ZF scheme can readily be written as237

zu′
[nd] = x̃u′

[nd] + ṽu′
[nd] (25)

where x̃u′
[nd] ∈ C

M×T , and ṽu′
[nd] ∈ C

M×T for all nd =238
0, 1, . . . , (Nd − 1).239

The IFDMA principle, on the other hand, increases the FD sepa-240
ration between the subcarriers and thereby provides some additional241
diversity gain. Thus, the decision variable of our scheme using ZF or242
assuming the mitigation of MMSE SI may be formulated, using the243
linearized sytem model in [7], as244

zu′
[nd] = χku′

+ v̄u′
[nd] (26)

where zu′
[nd] is the (MT × 1)-element matrix that was obtained by245

applying the vectorial stacking operation vec(·) to the received FD sig-246
nal block zu′

[nd], whereas χ = [vec(A1) . . . vec(AQ)] ∈ C
MT×Q247

is the dispersion character matrix [13], and, finally, , v̄u′
[nd] =248

vec(ṽu′
[nd]) ∈ C

MT×1 is the stacked AWGN vector. Still referring249
to (26), the equivalent transmit signal vector is represented by250

ku′
= [0, . . . , 0, su

′
, 0, . . . , 0]T ∈ C

Q×1 (27)

where (q − 1) and (Q− q) numbers of zeros surround the L-PSK251
or L-QAM symbol su

′
in the u′-th user’s equivalent transmit signal252

vector ku′
, and the symbol su

′
is exactly located at the qth position,253

where q is the index of the activated DM.254
We can now employ the single-stream-based ML detection [2] to255

detect the indices q and lc of the DM activated and the constellation256
symbol used, respectively. The estimates (q̂, l̂c) can be determined257
from258

(q̂, l̂c) = argmin
q,lc

∥∥∥zu′
[nd]− χku′

q,lc

∥∥∥2

(28)

= argmin
q,lc

∥∥∥zu′
[nd]− (χ)q(s

u′
)lc

∥∥∥2

(29)

where (su
′
)lc is the lc-th L-PSK or the L-QAM symbol, , (χ)q259

represents the qth column of χ, and ku′
q,lc

is the equivalent transmit260
signal vector in (27) that corresponds to user u′ at indices q and lc.261

In case of OFDMA, we have,FH
Nd

= FNd
= INd

. In other words,262
the blocks “Nd-point DFT” and “Nd-point IDFT” do not exist in263
OFDMA, and as such, the OFDMA scheme cannot benefit from264
the potential diversity provided by the DFT-based precoding stage.265
We can thus proceed with our ZF or MMSE weight matrix W u′

266
as aforementioned. Alternatively, for the OFDMA STSK, the ML267

detector in [2] can directly be applied in the FD without employing 268
the MIMO FDE. To be specific, in the absence of the weight matrix 269
W u′

and with the substitution FH
Nd

= FNd
= INd

, (24) reduces to 270

Zu′
m,Ti

= H̃
u′

n,mx̃u′
m,Ti

+ ṽu′
m,Ti

, where zu′
m,Ti

is replaced by Zu′
m,Ti

271
when the MIMO FDE is not employed. The direct ML detector in [2] 272
for the OFDMA STSK scheme can thus be formulated as 273

(q̂, l̂c) = argmin
q,lc

∥∥∥∥∥Zu′
[nd]−

(
H̃

u′

[nd]χ

)
q

(su
′
)lc

∥∥∥∥∥
2

(30)

where Z
u′
[nd] = vec(Zu′

[nd]), and the equivalent FDCHTM 274

H̃
u′

[nd] is given by H̃
u′

[nd] = IT ⊗ H̃
u′
[nd], whereas other no- 275

tations are as used in (29). 276
In addition, we can see that our OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK signal 277

can be detected from (29) at a low complexity, because of the following 278
two reasons. 279

1) Equation (29) does not explicitly contain either the FD channel 280
transfer function or the TD CIR. Hence, data estimation using 281
this equation involves a reduced number of multiplications and 282
additions. 283

2) We can successfully employ the single-stream-based ML detec- 284
tion that relies on the linearized model in [7], because only a 285
single DM is activated at a given STSK block interval. 286

III. CHANNEL-CODED OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK 287

In this section, we investigate the three-stage parallel concatenated 288
RSC-coded OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK scheme in Fig. 2. The source 289
bits are first convolutionally encoded and then interleaved by a random 290
bit interleaver Π1. A (2, 1, 2) RSC code is employed, and following 291
channel interleaving, the symbols are precoded by a URC scheme, 292
which was shown to be beneficial, because it efficiently spreads the 293
extrinsic information as a benefit of its infinite impulse response [13]. 294
Then, the precoded bits are further interleaved by a second interleaver 295
Π2 in Fig. 2, and the interleaved bits are then transmitted by the 296
OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK scheme in the TD using an M -element 297
MIMO transmitter. 298

As shown at the receiver in Fig. 2, after removing the CP, the 299
received symbols are passed through the FFT unit, and the resulting 300
FD symbols are then deallocated in an inverse fashion according to the 301
IFDMA/LFDMA scheme used. The demapped symbols of a user are 302
then equalized by the MIMO FDE, passed through another IDFT unit 303
in Fig. 2 in accordance with the DFT precoding used, before they are 304
then fed to the STSK demapper. We note that the equivalent received 305
signal zu′

carries Bu′
channel-coded bits bu

′
= [bu

′
1 , bu

′
2 , . . . , bu

′
B ], 306
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TABLE I
MAIN SIMULATION PARAMETERS

and the extrinsic log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of bu
′

k , k = 1, . . . , Bu′
307

can be expressed as [13]308

Le

(
bu

′
k

)
=ln

∑u′

kq,lc
εku′

1 e
−
∥∥zu′

−χku′
q,lc

∥∥2
/N0+

∑
j �=k

bu
′

j La

(
bu

′
j

)
∑u′

kq,lc
εku′

0 e
−
∥∥zu′−χku′

q,lc

∥∥2
/N0+

∑
j �=k

bu
′

j
La

(
bu

′
j

)
(31)

where La(•) denotes the a priori LLR of the bits that correspond309

to “•,” and ku′
1 and ku′

0 refer to the sets of the possible equivalent310

transmit signal vectors ku′
of user u′ when bu

′
k = 1 and bu

′
k = 0,311

respectively.312
Then, the URC decoder in Fig. 2 processes the information provided313

by the STSK demapper, in conjunction with the a priori information,314
to generate the a posteriori probability. The URC generates extrinsic315
information for both the RSC decoder and the demapper in Fig. 2.316
The RSC channel decoder, which can be called the external decoder,317
exchanges extrinsic information with the URC decoder and, after a318
number of iterations, outputs the estimated bits. It is noteworthy here319
that, for each of the outer iterations between the RSC decoder and the320
URC, there are a number of inner iterations between the URC and the321
STSK demapper.322

IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME323

We have investigated both the OFDMA-DL-and the SC-FDMA-324
aided UL STSK schemes for both the IFDMA and LFDMA algorithms325
using the simulation parameters in Table I.326

Observe in Fig. 3 that the SC-FDMA STSK scheme that employs327
MMSE equalization operating in an uncoded scenario exhibits better328
bit-error rate (BER) performance than that of OFDMA STSK, which is329
a benefit of the additional FD diversity attained by the DFT-precoding330
in Fig. 1. The performance of IFDMA is shown to be better than the331
LFDMA due to the higher FD separation between the subcarriers of332
the same user, which hence results in independent FD fading. The333
multiuser performance1 attained is also investigated and is more or334
less similar to the single-user scenario due to the absence of MUI335
because of the diagonal nature of the weight matrix W u′

m,n in (24).336
Furthermore, in Fig. 3, observe that SC-FDMA STSK exhibits better337
performance than OFDMA STSK in both the LFDMA and IFDMA338
regimes that employ MMSE-based FD equalization and ML detection.339

1The multiuser performance curves for the uncoded scenario, however, are
not included here for space economy.

Fig. 3. Performance of the single-user OFDMA/SC-FDMA STSK (2, 2, 2, 2)
system with BPSK modulation in a dispersive COST207-TU12 channel with
different allocation schemes, ZF and MMSE FDE, and the ML detector in [2].
The performance of the scheme is also compared to V-BLAST (M,N) =
(2, 2), OFDMA, BPSK, G2-STBC (M,N) = (2, 2), OFDMA/SC-FDMA,
and BPSK benchmarker under the same channel condition. AQ5

Fig. 4. BER performance of our channel-coded MMSE equalization-based
OFDMA STSK (2, 2, 2, 2) that employs BPSK modulation in the dispersive
COST207-TU12 channel and the corresponding G2-STBC scheme. The maxi-
mum achievable rate for the corresponding scheme for a single user, computed
using the EXIT chart’s area property, is also shown.

The achievable performance is, however, degraded, when ZF is used 340
due to the noise enhancement imposed. The performance of the pro- 341
posed STSK-based scheme is also compared to those of the V-BLAST- 342
aided [3] and G2-STBC-aided [4], [19] OFDMA/SC-FDMA schemes 343
using the same number of transmit and receive AEs (M,N) and the 344
same throughput per block interval in Fig. 3, which demonstrates the 345
efficacy of the proposed scheme. 346

In Figs. 4 and 5, we also characterized the achievable BER perfor- 347
mance of the three-stage RSC- and URC-coded OFDMA/SC-FDMA 348
STSK (2, 2, 2, 2) binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) scheme that 349
relies on interleaved subcarrier allocation strategy in the context of 350
the wideband COST207-TU12 channel [11], where we employed 351
a half-rate RSC code with a constraint length of kc = 2 and the 352
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Fig. 5. Achievable BER performance of our channel-coded MMSE-based
SC-FDMA STSK (2, 2, 2, 2) with BPSK modulation in the COST207-TU12
channel and the corresponding G2-STBC scheme with similar parameters. The
maximum achievable rate of the corresponding scheme with a single user is
also shown.

octrally represented generator polynomials of (gr, g) = (3, 2)8, as353
well as two random interleavers with a memory of 4 608 000 b. The354
numbers of inner and outer decoder iterations were set to Iinner = 2355
and Iouter = 9, respectively. We also investigated the performance356
of the SC-LFDMA scheme, and the performance was observed to357
be similar to SC-IFDMA in the coded scenario. (However, the SC-358
LFDMA performance figure has not been included here to limit the359
total number of figures.) The performance of both the OFDMA STSK360
and SC-(I)FDMA STSK has been compared to the corresponding G2-361
STBC benchmarkers. The maximum achievable rates of our schemes362
were also calculated by exploiting the so-called area property of363
EXIT charts. To be specific, it was shown in [20]–[22] that the area364
under the inner decoder’s EXIT curve at a certain signal-to-noise ratio365
(SNR) quantifies the maximum achievable rate of the system, where an366
infinitesimally low BER may be achieved. The SNRs that correspond367
to the maximum achievable rates of the schemes are also shown in368
Figs. 4 and 5.369

Fig. 6 portrays the EXIT chart of the SC-FDMA STSK(2, 2, 2,370
4) arrangement combined with QPSK modulation and the IFDMA371
strategy, where the SNR was varied from −5 dB to 1 dB in steps of372
0.5 dB. It is shown that an open EXIT tunnel is formed at SNR =373
−4.0 dB using an interleaver depth of 4 608 000 b. The corresponding374
staircase-shaped decoding trajectory [22] based on bit-by-bit Monte375
Carlo simulations conducted at −2.5 dB is also shown. Thus, it can be376
inferred that an infinitesimally low BER may be achieved at SNR =377
−2.5 dB in a UL scenario after Iouter = 5 iterations.378

V. CONCLUSION379

In this paper, an OFDMA/SC-FDMA-aided STSK scheme has been380
proposed, which overcomes the impairments of realistic dispersive381
channels while facilitating multiuser transmissions. The scheme bene-382
fits from the flexible diversity versus multiplexing gain tradeoff offered383
by the recently developed STSK scheme that relies on low-complexity384
single-stream-based ML detection. We quantified the relative merits of385
OFDMA and SC-FDMA when combined with STSK and advocated386
the SC-FDMA-based STSK scheme that relies on the interleaved387
subcarrier allocation in the UL scenario as a benefit of its low PAPR.388
The effects of the spatial correlation between the different AEs of a389

Fig. 6. EXIT trajectory of our three-stage turbo-detected MMSE-based
SC-(I)FDMA STSK(2, 2, 2, 4) with QPSK modulation applied in a
COST207-TU12 dispersive channel model with fd = 0.01. The EXIT trajec-
tory at −2.5 dB is mapped on inner decoder EXIT curves from −5 to 1 dB in
steps of 0.5 dB and the outer RSC decoder EXIT function.

multiple antenna UL, however, have to further be investigated and will 390
be included in our future study. 391

It is worth mentioning here that the dispersion matrices invoked for 392
constructing our STSK system were optimized by an exhaustive search 393
to minimize the maximum PSEP under the power constraint in (2). 394
However, instead of using an exhaustive search method, a heuristic- or 395
genetic-algorithm-aided optimization of the dispersion matrices [23]– 396
[25] may also be investigated. 397

The EXIT charts of the proposed scheme converge to the (1.0, 1.0) 398
point of perfect convergence to a vanishingly low BER after a few 399
iterations, thus indicating a sharp decrease of the BER curve. 400
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